
1. Introduction

Comments on Hydropower and Long-Term Contracts in the Green-e Renewable Energy Standard for Canada and the United 
States

Center for Resource Solutions (CRS), administrator of the Green-e programs, seeks your review and feedback on two areas of the 
Green-e®  Renewable Energy Standard for Canada and the United States (Standard).

Section 1: Hydropower eligibility.  In response to stakeholder input, CRS has reviewed the Green-e® Energy hydropower criteria and 
seeks input on potential changes to the criteria to better align with the sustainable hydropower industry.  We have consulted with the 
Low Impact Hydropower Institute (LIHI), members of the Green-e® Governance Board and other entities to bring together these 
questions for input from industry participants and affected parties.

Section 2: Long-term contracts.  Green-e® would like your thoughts regarding a potential change to the Green-e®  Renewable Energy 
Standard’s Long-Term Contract Eligibility Exception language. The Green-e Governance Board has received a request to consider 
extended use of utility green electricity program’s dedicated facilities beyond the 15 year new date window. CRS seeks input on this 
potential change and feedback on possible limitations and impacts.

If you would like to review the current Standard or the survey questions prior to continuing with the survey, please visit the Green-
Energy Documents page at https://www.green-e.org/programs/energy/documents  (Opens in a new window)

Feedback on both topics will be accepted until 11:59pm Pacific Daylight Time on Monday, June 3, 2019. You may submit feedback 
through the following survey or by emailing written comments to comments@green-e.org using the subject "Hydro / New Date 
Comments". If you are submitting written comments, please review the survey PDF linked above for the specific questions on which we 
are seeking feedback. 

CRS will bring any feedback from this comment period to the Green-e Governance Board to guide their decision-making regarding any 
updates to the Standard or edits to draft language, and as needed, for subsequent stakeholder comment periods on the same subject 
matter released at a later date.

Posted on April 3, 2019

Center for Resource Solutions
1012 Torney Ave. 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94129
www.resource-solutions.org
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2. Background

Green-e Energy is North America’s leading certification program for sales and use of renewable electricity and renewable energy
certificates (RECs) made in the voluntary market for renewable energy. Created in 1997, Green-e Energy provides oversight to
voluntary renewable energy sales, certifying the majority of all retail voluntary renewable energy sales in the U.S.

The Green-e Energy National Standard was developed through an open stakeholder process in 2004 and 2005, and grew out of
regional program standards in place between 1997 and 2004. Periodically, the Standard is assessed to determine if any changes
should be made to adapt it to the evolution of the voluntary renewable energy market.

NOTE: Although contact information is requested in this survey, it is not required to complete the survey. However, we would appreciate
your contact information, as it will help us if we have follow up questions for you. We will not distribute your contact information; it will
only be used for follow-up related to the Standard.
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3. Respondent Background

1. What type of organization do you work for? Check all that apply.

Investor-owned utility

Co-op utility

Municipal utility

Electricity provider in a deregulated electricity market

Generation Facility Owner / Operator

Energy project developer

Energy investor / financier

REC seller / marketer / aggregator

REC or renewable energy purchaser

Environmental non-profit

Other Non-profit or industry watch dog organization

Local government

State Government

Federal Government

Forestry/Timber

Industry consultant

Other: please describe [text box]

Name  

Company  

State/Province  

Country  

Email Address  

2. Although the contact information requested below is not necessary to complete the survey, we would
appreciate your contact information. This will help us if we have follow up questions for you. We will not
distribute your contact information; it will only be used for follow-up related to the Standard.
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3. May we contact you for more information or if we have follow-up questions on your feedback?

Yes

No
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Introduction:
In order to qualify for “repowering” under the current Green-e®  Energy resource eligibility
requirements, a hydroelectric facility must have a nameplate capacity of 10 MW or less and must be
able to demonstrate that 80 percent of the facility’s fair market value is derived from new generation
equipment installed as part of the repowering process. In response to stakeholder feedback
regarding the appropriateness of these repowering rules for hydroelectric resources, the Green-e®
 Governance Board is considering revising the criteria for hydropower facilities to qualify for
extended eligibility under the Standard.

You can review the current and suggested treatment of repowering and incremental generation in
the PDF of survey questions available here: https://www.green-e.org/docs/energy/Green-
e%20Standard%20Survey%20April%202019.pdf (Opens in a new window)

Please respond to the following questions regarding how Green-e®  Energy could treat hydro
power.

4. Section 1. Hydropower Facility Eligibility

Comments

1. One direction discussed by some stakeholders involves removing the Standard’s repowering pathway for
hydro and replacing it with recognition of only the incremental increases in generation that result from
facility improvements.  Are you in favor of removing the repowering option for hydro power, and replacing it
with allowing eligibility for incremental increases in generation that result from facility improvements (not
routine maintenance) with no limitation on facility capacity (removing small hydropower requirement)? Why
or why not?

Yes

No

Comments

2. Would you view language focused on defining and rewarding facilities’ incremental increases in electrical
output as a positive change in the Green-e® Standard?

Yes

No
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Comments

3. Would this change result in increased amounts of eligible hydroelectric resources? Why or why not?

Yes

No

4. What types of facility modifications might result in increased electrical output?

5. What types of facility modifications might qualify as routine maintenance?

6. What types of facility modifications could have negative environmental implications?

7. How should incremental output be quantified, and how would a “pre-improvement” baseline be
established?

8. What factors would affect the annual variability of these incremental output increases?
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Please review the following draft revisions to the hydropower and New Renewables sections of the
Green-e® Renewable Energy Standard for Canada and the United States, considering their impacts
as written, and then respond to the questions that follow the draft text to provide your opinion,
feedback, and any wording suggestions.

You can also view the text on pages 7 and 8 of the PDF of the survey questions available
here: https://www.green-e.org/docs/energy/Green-e%20Standard%20Survey%20April%202019.pdf
(Opens in a new window) 

Draft Standard Edits (text in strikethrough is proposed for deletion, and new text is underlined):

5. Section 1. Hydropower Facility Eligibility

II.A Definition of Eligible Resources
...
4) Hydropower from new generation capacity on a non-impoundment or new generation capacity on an existing impoundment that
meets one or more of the following conditions:

a)  the hydropower facility is certified by the Low Impact Hydropower Institute (LIHI);
b)  for Canadian hydropower facilities only, the facility is EcoLogo certified; or
c)  the hydropower facility consists of a turbine in a pipeline or a turbine in an irrigation canal.

For facilities falling under a) or b) above, only output generated during the period of LIHI certification or EcoLogo certification is eligible
for Green-e®  Energy certified sale.

Renewables from new impoundments of water are not eligible.

Electrical energy increases due to efficiency improvements made on or after the applicable New Date (see Section II.E) may be
eligible if:

•       they are not due to routine maintenance (i.e. output would be increased compared to original design); and
•       they do not increase water storage capacity or the head of an existing water reservoir; and
•       independent third-party reporting demonstrates that increased annual generation of electrical energy will result from these
efficiency improvements.

Also note that only the increased annual generation of electrical energy due to efficiency improvements is eligible for use in Green-e®
 Energy certified products. Eligible efficiency improvements may include, but are not limited to, the following measures:

•       Rewinding or replacing the existing turbine generator
•       Replacing turbines or significantly modifying turbine runners
•       Addition of a minimum flow unit at an existing facility
•       Computerizing control

In order for increases in annual generation volume to be eligible for Green-e®  Energy certification, the owner of the facility that has
undergone eligible improvements must complete and submit a copy of the Green-e®  Energy Increased Electrical Output Worksheet
(please contact Green-e® Energy staff to receive a copy of this worksheet) for Green-e® Energy staff review and approval.
…
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II.E. New Renewables

Only new renewables are eligible to meet Green-e® Energy standards.
...
In order for the output of a renewable generation facility to be eligible for use in a Green-e® Energy certified sale, the facility must meet
at least one of the following conditions:
...
2) Repowered on or after the applicable New Date such that at 80% of the fair market value of the project derives from new generation
equipment installed as part of the repowering. Hydroelectric facilities must be less than or equal to 10MW in nameplate capacity at the
facility level  to qualify for repowering.  In order to be recognized as repowered for the purposes of Green-e® Energy, the owner of the
facility seeking “repowered” status must complete and submit a copy of the Green-e® Energy Repowering Worksheet  (please
contact Green-e® Energy staff to receive a copy of this worksheet) for Green-e® Energy staff review and approval;
...

FOOTNOTE:

15 In this case, “facility” refers to the aggregate capacity on single impoundment or single water diversion
structure.
15 Hydroelectric facilities are not eligible to apply for repowering using this worksheet but may qualify as
allowed under Section II.A.

15

15
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Please respond to the following questions regarding the draft text you have just read.

You can also view the text on pages 7 and 8 of the PDF of the survey questions available
here: https://www.green-e.org/docs/energy/Green-e%20Standard%20Survey%20April%202019.pdf
(Opens in a new window)

6. Section 1. Hydropower Facility Eligibility

Comments

1. Does removing the word “efficiency” from this section allow for a broader scope of facility improvements
that might result in increased electrical output qualifying?

Yes

No

Comments

2. Do the proposed revisions relating to eligible improvements (e.g. striking a use of the word “turbine” and
adding language about turbine runner modifications and minimum flow units) seem accurate and
appropriate?

Yes

No

3. What other language could be added, or removed, from this (non-comprehensive) list of eligible
improvements?

Comments

4. These proposed revisions would replace the current repowering eligibility process for facilities producing
Green-e® eligible hydropower with a new methodology to assess the eligibility of incremental increases in
output beyond a predetermined baseline. Do you view this shift as beneficial to hydroelectric generators
and to renewable energy markets in general?

Yes

No
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Introduction:
Under certain circumstances, Green-e®  Energy Participants may extend the eligibility of qualifying
supply for up to 30 years. One requirement for this exception to the 15-year “new date” is that the
end-use purchaser of this supply must contractually commit to a long-term offtake agreement
within one year of the facility’s commercial online date. In response to stakeholder feedback the
Green-e®  Governance Board is considering whether the market for voluntary green power
products would benefit from expanded long-term Green-e® eligibility in unrestructured electricity
markets for utility renewable electricity programs (including traditional utility green power options,
green tariffs and other potential green power programs that are offered by regulated utilities).

One issue brought to the Board is the considerable difficulty of returning older facilities back into a
utility’s rate base after Green-e®  eligibility has expired. Another question raised by stakeholders is
the appropriateness of extending the long-term eligibility exception to facilities dedicated to a green
pricing program or green tariff in addition to those that can specify a particular offtaker.

The current Green-e®  Energy Standard for the U.S. and Canada includes these rules:

7. Section 2. Long-Term Contract Eligibility
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II.H. Long-Term Contracts for Supply and Sale
Green-e®  Energy certifies certain sales of renewable electricity and RECs from renewable electricity generation units for more than
the 15-year “New Date” window described in Section II.E, above, and up to 30 years. In this section, “long-term” contracts are those
extending beyond this “New Date” window. All criteria below must be met.[16] Each approved long-term contract, and corresponding
non-residential end-use purchaser(s), is a unique Green-e®  Energy certified product requiring a contract with CRS, fee assessment
and annual verification.

1)    The REC or renewable electricity is purchased by the Green-e®  Energy Program Participant directly from the owner or authorized
representative of a generation unit, or is generated by a generation unit owned by the Participant.

Contracts between Participant and generation unit(s) will no longer be eligible if they are sold or transferred, except in the case that:
the generation unit ownership changes or the non-residential end-use purchaser is acquired by another company; both the generation
unit(s) and the non-residential end-use purchaser(s) remain the same; and all required terms and conditions are maintained;

2)    Only the specific number of RECs or percentage of generation output under the approved long-term contract with the Participant is
eligible for long-term use, through the life of the contract or 30 years, whichever is shorter, so long as the Participant maintains
certification of the product through this period.

Only the output provided to the Participant under an approved long-term contract will remain eligible under the Standard in effect at the
time of contract execution for the approved life of the contract, except in the event of policy or market changes in renewable energy
markets that are not consistent with the intent of the Standard as interpreted by the Green-e®  Governance Board, including changes
that would violate Green-e® Energy’s policies on double counting;

3)    No later than 12 months from the date of Green-e®  Energy eligibility per Section II.E.1-7, the Participant must:

a)    Execute a contract for supply with the owner or authorized representative of the generation unit(s); and
b)    Execute contracts with all non-residential end-use purchasers on the Long-term Purchasers List. New purchasers may not be
added once the Long-term Purchasers List is approved by Green-e®  Energy staff. If a purchaser is removed from the Long-term
Purchasers List for any reason, then the output they would have received is no longer eligible under this Long-Term Contracts for
Supply and Sale section.

Identify and report to Green-e®  Energy a list of non-residential end-use purchasers of the contracted supply in a Green-e®  Energy
certified transaction (“Long-term Purchasers List”), who will be the only entities eligible to purchase the output of the generation unit
from the Green-e®  Energy Participant in accordance with the deadline posted on the Green-e® Website.

FOOTNOTE:
16 Other exceptions for long-term supply exist for single mix products under Section IV.C.
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Please respond to the following questions regarding potential changes to text you have just read.
You can also view that language in Section II.H of the Standard. (Opens in a new window)

8. Section 2. Long-Term Contract Eligibility

Comments

1. Are you in favor of considering changes to the Standard that would potentially allow more supply to
qualify for the existing exception for Long-Term contracts? Yes or No? Why or why not?

Yes

No

Comments

2. Are there negative economic impacts for facilities that “age out” of Green-e® eligibility in regulated
electricity markets?

Yes

No

3. How difficult is it for a regulated utility to redirect output from a facility dedicated to a voluntary green
power program into its own rate base once the 15-year period of Green-e® eligibility has ended?

Comments

4. Are there any circumstances under which a regulated utility should be not allowed to apply for extended
use for renewables that are aging out of their voluntary renewable electricity program?

Yes

No
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Comments

5. If long-term end-use offtakers are not identified upfront, do you believe there are other circumstances
under which extended Green-e® eligibility (up to 30 years) might be justified?  If so, please explain.

Yes

No

6. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of granting extended eligibility to facilities that are dedicated to
green power programs or green tariffs, and how might this type of exception affect ratepayers?

7. How likely is it that a new facility (built to serve a specific voluntary green power program for the first 15
years of its operation) would be assigned to a voluntary green power program before reaching its
commercial online date (COD)?  What documentation should the Green-e Energy program require to
demonstrate that output from a new renewable energy facility is dedicated to a voluntary green power
program?

Comments

8. If a facility is dedicated to a new or existing green power program well after COD, should extended
eligibility be restricted based on how much time had passed between COD and its dedication? Why or why
not?

Yes

No

Comments

9. Should extended eligibility considerations be assessed differently based on the percentage of
renewables being delivered as part of a utility’s standard electricity mix?

Yes

No
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Comments

10. Should this type of exception be limited only to utilities whose grid mix contains renewable energy
above a certain threshold? What might be an appropriate percentage for such a threshold? Does the
existence of a mandated RPS affect your response?

Yes

No

Comments

11. Does creating additional long-term eligibility exceptions undermine the ability of the Green-e® “new
date” to drive the development of new renewable energy in the voluntary market? Why or why not?

Yes

No

12. Do you have any additional comments relating to Green-e’s long-term eligibility requirements or the
focus of these proposed changes?
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Thank you for your comments and participation.  Green-e Energy will review your comments and
provide them for the consideration of the Green-e Governance Board.   

If you would like to reach us directly with questions or additional comments, please write to
comments@green-e.org with the subject "Hydro / New Date Comments".

9. Conclusion
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